
About the Designer

Mike Randall is a Red Seal endorsed designer

maker who is proudly based in Victoria, British

Columbia. A master of wood bending, Mike

combines complex traditional craft with

contemporary and minimalist forms, resulting

in refined pieces that spark wonder and joy in

both residential homes and commercial

spaces.

Mike is a settler, grateful to be a guest living and working on the traditional, ancestral and unceded lands of the Songhees, Esquimalt (Lək̓ʷəŋən) and

WSÁNEĆ peoples. 



The Bow Lamp is a meticulously hand-

crafted minimalist floor lamp and one of

Mike's most iconic designs. It features a

double-tapered bent hardwood ‘Bow’

fitting seamlessly into its curved white

oak base and is made using traditional

joinery and wood bending techniques.

Its ‘smart home’ compatible lighting

system takes the Bow Light from

practical task lighting to functional art

with the touch of a button.

Bow Lamp



The S-Light is a modern piece of functional art and Mike's most

distinctive linear pendant design. Using the same tapers as the Bow

Lamp, the asymmetrical form of the S-Light is perfect for hanging

over a bar, kitchen island or dining table and adds a unique

minimalist statement to the space. 

S-Light



SiteLines is a modern, clean-lined modular lighting system designed

for both private residences and public spaces. By using multiples of

these curved linear pendants in different groupings, patterns, and

sizes, designers and architects can customize their installations to

be in keeping with their design vision for any given space.

SiteLines



The highly versatile two50 Light is a simple, minimalist fixture that was designed for both mass

installations or singularly over a nightstand or wash station. This makes the two50 ideal for both

private residences and large public spaces. 

two50



The PURE 9ty wall sconce uses highly sustainable OLEDs and is the latest innovation to come out

of Mike Randall Design. 

In its simplest form, PURE 9ty comes in up, down or up/down versions. All are available in the

standard, non-dimmable, retrofit and in a 'new build' fully dimmable format that is compatible

with a variety of automated home systems. 

This technology opens up new custom sconce options for the interior designer and architect.

Please connect with Mike or the retail partner staff for more information on custom work. 

PURE 9ty



The uniquely delicate profile of Petala is sculpted to a form

derived from the tulip petal. With a wide range of customizable

LED options, Petala is an ideal choice for the kitchen, dining room

or hotel reception. 

Petala



Beam was born out of requests from designers for a simple, fully customizable linear pendant

that could be tailored to the needs of the client. Beam is available in the four standard sizes of

4’,6’ and 8’ and can be customized up to 12’, contrasting ends are standard.

Beam



Linea Series
Wall Wash 

The Linea Series Wall Wash Lights are

designed to provide creative lighting options

for the space. This fully customizable series

comes in single pendants, cluster pendants,

wall sconce and floor lamp models and are

suitable for any room.   



Linea Series
Up / Down Pendant

Matching the profile and style of the Wall Wash Lights,

the beauty and simplicity of this linear pendant provide

exceptional lighting in the most minimal form possible. 

 Ideal for residential kitchens and dining rooms or in the

hospitality industry, this light comes in a wide variety of

customizable formats.



Custom Design 
Mike also specializes in custom lighting, sculpture and furniture,

designed specifically for the client's needs. Please connect with

the retail partner staff or contact Mike directly for more

information.



Certification & Installation:

While all of Mike’s lighting is only certified for use in

Canada all the components used are UL / ETL

certified. 

All hardwired installations should be done by a

qualified electrician.

At Mike Randall Design, sustainability principles are

fundamental. Mike only uses North American

hardwoods (Eastern Maple, Ash, White Oak, Red Oak

and Black Walnut) and all the finishes and glues meet

his strict “Home Friendly” criteria. In addition, all the

electronic components are fully serviceable, extending

their life well past that expected of the electronics. 

Finish Options:

Ash Black Walnut
Natural 

White Oak
Ebonized 

Please talk to one of Mike's retail partners or

visit mikerandalldesign.ca for more info. 


